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The urgent issues what we face today: 
climate change, infectious diseases, 

biodiversity, energy, food, water, 
population, … and politics 

What’s the origin that makes these 
problems so difficult?

The era of VUCA
Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity

Heavily depends on our habit of thinking!



Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed

George Orwell    Jared Diamond,     Paul Collier, 

Collapse of the Easter island

A long causal sequence: population growth forest soil food war extinction

Moai statue 
 Y. N. Harari

Climate change 
Globalization
The class divide 
The geographic divide

Forest fire

Reference
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Jared Diamond(1999), Guns, Germs, and Steel(New ed): The Fates of Human Societies, W W Norton & Co Inc;ISBN-10: 0393317552
Jared Diamond(2019), Upheaval: Turning Points for Nations in Crisis, Little, Brown and Company, ISBN-10: 0316409138
Paul Colllier(2018), The Future of Capitalism: Facing the New Anxieties, Harper,ISBN-10: 0062748653 / Yuval Noah Harari(2018), 21 Lessons for the 21st Century, Jonathan Cape, ISBN-10: 9781787330870



Uncertainty comes from …

1. A dramatic increase and collision of human desires on a
limited planet. 有限性

2. The agents that place restrictions on our way of living
have shifted from visible to invisible things.

不可視
– Global warming, economic fluctuation, risk management,

psychological uncertainty

3. The limitations of a simple “cause-and-effect”
framework. 多対多対応

– Mutual interdependencies, multiple feedback loops
– Perpetrators and victims are either the same, or difficult to

distinguish.



Uncertainty comes from…

4. Dissociation of our awareness of the scale of space
and time. スケール認知

– We have difficulty recognizing extremely slow changes.

– Local changes are connected to global changes.

5. Human beings think linearly, but the realty is
nonlinear. 非線形性

– We tend to think current trends will continue, but these trends could
collapse at any time.

Ref.：Y. Nishiura: The Japan Journal   6(5) 28-31 (2009)
http://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/nishiura_labo/index-e.html



Functioning of Mathematics

• Recognizable
– Visible by mathematical language

• Mathematical modeling vs model-free approach

• Reduction
– Compression with keeping essential features

(avoid the curse of high-dimensionality)
• Approximation, Topology, Dynamical system theory,

Algorithm…

• Predictable
– Manipulate computable objects in a reliable way

• Uncertainty quantification with data assimilation



JST Mathematical Program
PRESTO, CREST, MIRAI

Virtual Institute of all Mathematics “Beyond discipline”

Established in 2007 and the three programs 
are running now!



Living Theorems
Case study

8

Theorem + Software +Applications



Topology

Persistent homology

9

WG2,4,6



Inverse analysis
HomCloud

Theorem (Gabriel): 

Multiscale input data: 

Persistent homology: 

Each interval expresses birth/death of a topological feature

Theorem (Escolar and Hiraoka): The 
inverse of           is uniquely solvable. 

Software (Obayashi): HomCloud
computes PDs efficiently + inverse 
analysis and machine learnings

Persistence diagram (PD)
birth

death

Inverse analysis

Spread of the methods to the society

(e.g., atomic configuration, gene expression, digital image)

Persistent homology

Hiraoka

Obayashi
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A new non-invasive mathematical method 
of measurement with huge reduction

Data set           Persistent diagram (almost 2D)
(connectivity, ring, cavity)

Can detect size and shape 

and

Can distinguish



Application

Glass structural analysis (Hiraoka et al, PNAS 2016)

Crack identification in iron-ore sinter (Kimura et al, Scientific report 2018)

liquid

glass

PD

PD

• Existence of curves uncovers hidden geometric 
structures only embedded in glass

• The curves also identify materials properties (rigidity)
• Inverse analysis explicitly shows hierarchical ring 

structures

How different? Curves appear!

Inverse 
analysis

Persistent 
homology

Sintering images PD machine learning

Inverse 
analysis

Prediction of cracks

• PD enables efficient learnings 
than conventions

• Crack locations are predicted 
• Many collaborations with 

companies
Persistent 
homology
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Cyclohexane conformation
Chair or Boat?

PD can detect the difference automatically!

Akagi (Tohoku Univ.)



Flow

Topological Flow Data Analysis
(TFDA)
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WG 4, 5

COT (partially Cyclically Ordered rooted Tree) representation





Software (psiclone), converting flow data to COT via TDA 

Tree representation theorem (Yokoyama & Sakajo, ‘18)

Topological structure of any 2D flow data is represented by a unique symbolic 
(graph/tree) expression, offering a new common language for interdisciplinary 
studies of flows.

A large amount of flow evolution data are reduced to a small 
size of COT symbols.
(0) Drastic data compression
(1) Qualify/Quantify latent knowledge behind flow data.
(2) Predict future transitions without exception.

Streamline data
COT (partially Cyclically Ordered rooted Tree representation

TFDA: Theory and Software
Sakajo Yokoyama 



Chaotic dynamics  Symbolic dynamics

Flow dynamics Word dynamics
(Infinite dim)



Applications

Medical data
Material data 
Car design data
Human flow data

And more… now in progress!

Industry

A new concept of an efficient wing designIdentification of “Blocking phenomena”

Geo-science/environments Engineering

A new powder classification device via TFDA
Press Release (Sept. 30, 2019)

TFDA

# Drastic data compression
# Qualify/Quantify latent knowledge behind flow data.
# Predict future transitions without exception



Crowd

Integrable system

20

WG 1, 4, 5



ASEP: a simple model for Pedestrians

t

1+t

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

Rule：move forward if the front is empty

This is an exactly solvable model, i.e., we can 
Calculate flux in the stationary state.

𝑝𝑝α β

)exp()exp( ijsijDij SkDkp −≈

ijS

ijD
Distance between the cell (i,j) and a door

Number of footprints at the cell (i,j)

ASEP(Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process）

1 − 𝑝𝑝

Floor Field model
=2D version of ASEP

Probability of moving to each cell

Evans, et al. J. Phys A: Math. Gen. 26 (1993) 1493

K. Nishinari, et al, IEICE Trans. Inf. & Syst. (2004) p.726

=1D motion of pedestrians

Crowd control
Nishinari
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Flow
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Jam Jam
Free Free

Phase transition

This curve is common among various kinds of SDP!

The model reproduces the phase transition of “Jamming”.



Application

Tokyo Metro Station

Airport

Crowd control: jamming, panic, emergency, terrorism,…



Nudge theory is a flexible and modern change-management concept for understanding of 
how people think, make decisions, and behave; helping people improve their thinking and decisions;
managing change of all sorts and; identifying and modifying existing unhelpful influences on people.

Nudge theory

Ref: Naohiro Matsumura 
「ひじでつく」ナッジ，「そそる」仕掛け

• Light: People move toward the lighter direction
• Sound: Synchronous behavior with rhythm
• Infrastructure: Affordance

ELSI
Do not enforce a rule, but let them behave naturally.



Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) 
and Data Assimilation (DA)

All WGs



What are UQ and DA?  
Why such a framework is useful?

• Uncertainties are unavoidable in real-world 
problems.

• PDF (probability distribution function) is 
approximate to describe and control the 
uncertainties.

• Data gives us a chance to improve the 
evolution of PDF (This is DA!)

• Propagation and control of uncertainties are 
possible via UQ with Bayesian techniques.



Deterministic Model

Probability distribution Model

Dirac-δ  Dirac-δ

Forward UQ (simulation) 

Once data is given, then we have a new PDF (new knowledge)：prediction via Bayesian Filter 



What is DA?

Da
ta

 a
ss

im
ila

tio
n

Models and Simulations
(deductive)

Data from real world
(inductive)

DA is a platform connecting the deductive 
and inductive worlds.



What we are interested in. (cause)

Data (result)

Forward UQ (simulation) 

Bayes’ Theorem

=

Backward UQ (new knowledge) 



The curse of high-dimensionality

• Models are usually quite high-dimensional
• Massive Data from monitoring device

• Computations become intractable!
• Dynamical system approach comes in.

– Reduction to low dimensional systems
– Lagrangian data assimilation works!



Chris Jones

Lagrangian manifold

Floating buoys converge to the manifold.



Reducing the uncertainties is crucial 
for early decision-making

• When rivers start to flood?
• When evacuate a home?
• Where is the safer place?

October 2019, Typhoon Hagibu attacked Honshu and Kanto areas



No DA,              With DA,        Real data from a satellite

T. Miyoshi’s group

Real date        Simulation with DA

No DA

Typhoon

Predict the location of extreme heavy rain within 30minutes.

Smart and quick prediction for extreme events

Big Data: Applications



Pandemic
WG 1, 2



African Swine Fever in China

• Swill feeding
• Contaminated vehicles 

& equipment
• Feral swine
• Contaminated feed
• Sick pigs
• International travelers
• Contaminated clothing 

& shoes

[USDA]

High fever, loss of 
appetite, depression,
weakness, red & 
blotchy skin or skin 
lesions, vomiting, 
diarrhea, coughing, 
sudden death

Hiroshi Nishiura
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Endo PhD candidate at LSHTM, SIR model with immunity level

A simply looking conceptual model 
works efficiently !



Robotics
WG 3

Move before think



Novel Control Principle Facilitated 
by Interactions with the Environment

Search environment completely

High accuracy in the closed frame 

Think before move

Conventional Control

No way to know environment completely

Robust in the open world 

Move before think

Animals’ Control

Kobayashi Ishiguro Aonuma Osuka

Locomotion in nature by pure implicit controlSuper resilience is achieved by TEGOTAE control 

Question: 
Why don’t we have robots moving around in natural environments or everyday space ?
Why not only higher animals but also lower animals can do that ?

Worked well
in billions 
of years

Works well
in factory but
not in nature

Three Key Concepts
Decentralized control ＋ Centralized control

Implicit control + Explicit control 
“Tegotae” Control

Ying-Yang Control

Hierarchical Control
Dialogue between robot and environment

Mobile robot must 
follow this way

CentipedeBrittle
Star



Locomotion by pure implicit control!



Cardiovascular problem

40

WG 1, 2



Suito



Extract decision algorithms from 
implicit knowledge of specialists



Mathematics            Humanities
WG7

Satoshi Machidori (Kyoto Univ)

Shigeki Uno (Tokyo Univ)

“The Commons in the modern society”
- Beyond the Publicness”-

Living with “the commons” is a key to the Moon Shot program

By “the commons” I mean those assemblages and ensembles of resources that 
human beings hold in commons or in trust to use on behalf of themselves, other 
iving human beings, and past and future generations of human beings, and which 
are essential to their biological, cultural, and social reproduction. (Nonini 2006)



Awareness of the Commons

Climate, Ocean, Desertification, Infectious 
diseases,   Food, Water,…

The COMMONS
All MS goals

Mathematical models
Verification and Validation

Fragmentation

Conceptual model Mathematical Analysis

Scientific 
Uncertainty

UQ DA

Math Science Hub



Untangle VUCA
• Clarify the meaning of “Uncertainty” scientifically and try to 

resolve skepticism.
– That’s a toy model in silico, nothing to do with the reality. 
– I am more interested in how to survive today, not tomorrow.

• Recover reliability of scientific approaches.
– The predictive power has been so much enhanced based on improved 

math models and computational power.
• Extract the fundamental mathematical scheme common to 

these issues.  
• Create a new mathematical science hub for the Commons.
• Awareness of the Commons for students and young 

researchers including the field of humanities.



Functioning of Mathematics

• Recognizable :  Common stage
– Visible by mathematical language

• Sometimes in a counter-intuitive way!

• Reduction :   Allows us to handle complex issues
– Compression with keeping essential features          

(avoid the curse of high-dimensionality)
• Sometimes we extend it to infinite dimension (completely 

opposite way!)

• Predictable :   Make the future a better place
– Manipulate computable objects in a reliable way

• Reliable modeling with data assimilation



Thank you for listening!
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